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Introduction
Alavi et al. [l] introduced the class of highly irregular graphs and established some properties of a highly irregular graph. We now extend that definition to digraphs and consider highly irregular digraphs which are opoosite, in a certain sense, to regular digraphs. Some similar results are obtained. For a digraph D, UE V(D), we call out-neighborhood, in-neighborhood, out-degree and in-degree, of v, respectively.
If No(v)={U1,U2,..., u,} and do(ui)=di (l<i<t), then we call (dl,dz ,..., d,) the out-degree sequence of 0. A ditree is an orientation graph of a tree such that there exists exactly one vertex (called root) with in-degree 0 and other vertices have in-degree 1. A directed path on n vertices or the digraph obtained from an orientation of a complete graph with n vertices such that its out-degree sequence (n -1, n -2,. . . , 1,0) is a highly irregular digraph with order n. Proof. Let G1 be an orientation of K *+i such that its out-degree sequence is (d, ..., LO) , and let u*+~ ,..., v, be other vertices. Let D be a digraph ..., v,} and A(D) =A (G,)u{(ui, u) Tz=T, uT, , u{v2 lu{(v2, Wi)(Wiis the root Of Ti,i=O, 1)
T~=T~uT~u~~~uT~-~u{v~)u{(v~,w~)~w~ is the root of
then it is easy to see that T, is a highly irregular ditree with maximum out-degree k and 1 V(T,)I =2k. Next, we show that 2k is the smallest possible order for such a ditree.
Theorem 2.1. The order of a highly irregular ditree with maximum out-degree d is at least 2d, and Td is the only such ditree of order 2d.
Proof. By induction on d, when d = 1, it is easy to see that 1 V(T) 1 > 2 for any highly irregular ditree T with maximum out-degree 1 and only T1 has order 2. Assume that the theorem is true for all highly irregular ditrees with maximum out-degree d < k. Now let T be a highly irregular ditree with maximum out-degree k such that 1 V(T)] is as small as possible, then we want to prove Tr Tk. It is easy to see that there exists exactly one vertex with maximum out-degree k, which is the root of T. Otherwise, we can obtain a highly irregular ditree T' such that the maximum out-degree of T' is k and I V(T')I<I V(T)I, contradicting the choice of T. Let u be the root of T, No(v) Proof. Let T be an arbitrary highly irregular ditree with root 0, X be an independent set of T with p(T) vertices and Y= V( T)-X. Furthermore, let e(X, Y) be the number of arcs from X to Y. Choose y,eY so that y, has the maximum number of outneighbors in X; denote by N,( yi) the set of out-neighbors of y, in X, and let n(y,)=INO(yl)l.
Next choose y2eY so that y, has the maximum number of outneighbors in X-No( y,); denote by N,( y2) the set of out-neighbors of y2 in X-N,(yi), and let n(y,)=(l\iO(y2)l. Continuing in this manner, we produce a sequence y1,y2,..., y, such that the out-neighborhood of Y in X is contained in UT=, No(Yi). N ow we complete the proof by discussing the following two cases.
(a) The root v is not in X. Then C:= 1 n(yi)= 1x1.
Since T is highly irregular, the sum of the out-degrees and the in-degrees of n(yi) vertices of No(yi) is at least It, therefore, follows that e(X, Y)+e(Y,X)>i ( n(yi+l).
i=l
In this case, we will prove that 1x1 <tn. Suppose now, to the contrary, that jXl>#n; then lX1>,21 YI.
If n(yi)=l, then n(yl)=n(y2)=-..=n(yk)=l
and IXl=C:=i n(yi)=k,<IY(, contradicting to 1X I 2 2 I Y I. Thus, we assume that n( yi) > 2 for 1 < i < s. Let w=cjE1
[n(yi)-21. Then C$=i n(yi)=2s+w and
YI-S=S+W+l YI,
i=l i>s
i.e., s>lXl-(lYl+w). We now claim that 2 ( n(y;+l)>3s+3w.
In fact,
Since T is a ditree, we have
It follows that 2n > 3 IX I+ w 2 3 IX I. Therefore, 1x1 <*n, contradicting our assumption. Hence, JXJ <$r, i.e., /Xl <L$~I J.
(b) The root u is in X. Let ul,uz,..., U, be the vertices of T such that (0, ui)EA(T). Then T-u consists of m ditrees Ti with root Ui (1 d idm) . Let Xi=Xn V(Ti). Since UEX, u,$X, i.e., ui$Xi,
lGi<m.
By (a), we know lXil<~\J'(Ti)l for l<i<m. SO, IX(<$(n--l)+l. This implies that 1x1 <L$n].
Let T3*m+2 be the ditree shown in Fig. 2 . It is easy to see that T&+* is a highly 1s an independent set and p(kP2 irregular ditree and /?(T&+2 -m+l (In fact, X={ui~l~i<m+l}u{wi~l~i~m} .
3*m+2)=(X(=2m+1=L$(3m+2)J). 17
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Highly irregular digraphs containing a given digraph as an induced subdigraph
In [I] , authors present a result that may be considered an analogue of Kiinig's theorem for highly irregular graphs. Now we give a similar result for highly irregular digraphs. 
A(H)=A(D)uA(D')uE',
where E' contains the following arcs:
(C) (Ui,Ui),(U:,Ui)EE', 1 <i<n-1.
(d) For ldj<n-2, (Uj, vi) , (Ui,Uj)EE', where l<i<j.
(e) For ldj<n-2, (u$,v;), (v;,u;)~E'(l<i<j) .
It is easy to see that H contains D as an induced subdigraph. Moreover, for 1 < i, < n, dt(vi)=dt(u;)=2n-l-i, whereas, for 1 Gi<n-2,
So, H has exactly two vertices of out-degree i for each i, 1 < i62n-2. Therefore, H is a highly irregular digraph. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 0 0 Dl D2 D3 Fig. 3 .
Next, for each digraph in a special class of digraphs, we present a highly irregular digraph H such that H contains that digraph as its induced subdigraph and 1 V(H)1 =2n-1. Proof. For n= 1, it is trivial. So, we assume n>2. Let Q be an orientation graph of K,_r and I'(Q)={uill<i<n-1) with do(ui)=i-1. We construct a new digraph H as follows:
where E is constituted by the following arcs:
For ldj<n-l,(Ui,uj)~E, l<i<j.
Then H is a highly irregular digraph containing D as its induced digraph. 0
Highly irregular digraphs with preassigned groups
Alavi and Ruiz [2], discussed the highly irregular graph with preassigned groups. Note that any highly irregular graph, as a digraph, is a highly irregular digraph; so, the same result as in [2] is true for highly irregular digraphs. Now we prove that it is true for highly irregular asymmetric digraphs. Theorem 4.1. Euery jnite group is isomorphic to the automorphism group of a highly irregular asymmetric digraph.
Proof. If the group is trivial, then the trivial digraph satisfies the theorem; so, we assume that the group is nontrivial.
Let r be the given group with Cayley color digraph D= DA(r), where A = (h,, hz,. . . , hd} generates r and e$T. We can obtain a highly irregular digraph H with automorphism group isomorphic to r from Cayley color digraph as follows.
For each vertex x of D and for each color hiEd, we replace the arc (x, xhi) by the digraph indicated in Fig. 4 , where Tzi is the highly irregular ditree defined in Section 2 and U; is the root of Tzi and T;i+l is the following highly irregular ditree. From the structure we know that each vertex x of D has the out-degree sequence (2,4,6,..., 2d), the out-degree sequence of IA; is (0, 1,2,. . . ,2i -1,2i + 2) and the outdegree sequence of ui is (0, 1,. . . , d-1, d, d+ 1 ,..., 2i+ 1) . So, H is a highly irregular digraph and the automorphism group of H is isomorphic to r. Furthermore, H is asymmetric. Therefore, the theorem is true. 0
